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I. INTRODUCTION30
According to the hypothesis of Kivelson and Hughes 1 , the threshold of the instability,31
responsible for the onset of magnetospheric substorms, should decrease with increasing mag-32
netic dipole tilt, since bending of the magnetotail current sheet (CS) is to be accompanied33
by an enhancement of the magnetic eld gradients and current density. This hypothesis has34
found some conrmation in observational data analysis: breaking of the CS symmetry due35
to the dipole inclination and variations of solar wind velocity component Vz and interplan-36
etary magnetic eld Bx are found to decrease substorm threshold and increase substorm37
occurrence rate for 10  25%2{4; for inuence on the CS stability see also Refs.5,638
The physical mechanism of substorm onset stays in focus of scientic studies for decades39
and is still debated. However, it is well-known that this explosive magnetotail process is40
often accompanied by magnetic reconnection, apping motions and ballooning/interchange41
(BICI) instability (see, e.g., Ref.7 and references therein). This allows the assumption that42
stability/instability of the magnetotail CS to these modes may interrelate with a substorm43
expectancy. Studies of the BICI mode reveal that it is controlled by the distribution of the44
normal magnetic component Bz in the CS center: local humps of Bz make the sheet unstable45
(e.g., Refs.8,9). This behavior may be also treated in terms of the entropy criterion10: the46
sheet is stable when the entropy is monotonically increasing tailward.47
The apping mode is usually observed as kink-like perturbations, propagating across the48
magnetotail CS in dawn and dusk directions. Since the rst detection by Ness 11 , these49
motions have been registered many times in the magnetospheres of Earth12{19, Venus20{22,50
Jupiter and Saturn23{25. Our previous study has conrmed that local peaks of Bz make51
the CS unstable to the apping mode26. But is that the only mechanism of the mode52
destabilization in magnetohydrodynamical (MHD) approximation?53
The present study is motivated by two recent ndings. In Ref.27 the stability of the54
symmetrical CS to the apping mode was examined. It was found that the cross-sheet55
prole of the total (gas+magnetic) pressure controls the sheet stability: CS is stable when56
the total pressure reaches a minimum in the center, and vice versa. In Ref.28 we examined57
a Kan-like analytical model of bent current sheets. It was found that: a) the model shows58
good agreement with the model of Tsyganenko 29 for any level of magnetospheric activity,59
i.e. the model is more or less realistic, and b) CS bending does not produce any crucial60
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changes in the main characteristics of the current layer, such as current density and entropy.61
This means that according to the entropy criterion, stability of the Kan-like CS should not62
depend on its bending.63
In the current paper we present a numerical investigation of the bent CS stability to the64
apping mode, aiming to answer two questions: a) is the entropy criterion appropriate for the65
apping mode; and b) how does CS bending modify the total pressure distribution and how66
does it aect the CS stability. The paper is organized as follows: in Sec. II we describe the67
analytical solution for bent equilibrium current sheets; in Sec. III we outline the numerical68
technique; in Sec. IV we outline the double-gradient model30, used as the analytical bench69
mark; the results are presented in Sec.V; discussion and conclusions nalize the paper in70
Sec.VI.71
II. BACKGROUND EQUILIBRIUM72
As background magnetoplasma conguration we utilize the generalized 2D Kan-like ki-73
netic solution28 of the Vlasov-Maxwell equations, derived from the solution of Yoon and74
Lui 31 after introducing complex parameters32. In a reference system, where x axis points75
tailward, y axis points dawnward, and z axis points north, the solution for the dimensionless76
magnetic potential 	(x; z) takes the form,77
	 = ln
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!
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
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where real values fa1; a2; b0; '; f; k; ng are the dimensionless model parameters. Parame-84
ters a1 and a2 control the shift in horizontal and vertical directions, respectively; parameter85
b0 controls the eld line stretching; ' scales the dipole tilt angle; f denes the current den-86
sity in the magnetic islands; parameter k contributes the eld line elongation and dipole tilt;87
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and n controls the eld lines aring. Then, expressions for magnetoplasma quantities are88
Bx =  @	
@z
; By = 0; Bz = +
@	
@x
; (7)89
 = exp( 2	) + b; p = 0:5 exp( 2	): (8)90
Here,  is the mass density, b is the mass density of the additional cold plasma component91
(required to reduce the Alfven velocity in numerical simulations), p is the plasma pressure,92
plasma velocity V and electric potential  are zero. The set of normalization constants93
includes the sheet typical half-width L, the lobe magnetic eld B0, the typical mass density94
0, the Alfven velocity Va = B0=
p
40, and the pressure p0 = B
2
0=(4). Though isothermal,95
this model is found to be appropriate for modeling of not too thin (L & 0:5RE) current96
sheets28. In such sheets, normalization parameters attain reasonable values and distribution97
of the magnetic ux tube volume shows a good agreement with the T96 model29 for all levels98
of magnetospheric activity.99
III. NUMERICAL SIMULATIONS100
In this section we present a brief outline of the applied numerical technique; detailed101
description is provided in Refs.27,33 Our study is focused on transversal perturbations, prop-102
agating in equilibrium media. A system of 3D ideal compressible MHD equations34 is lin-103
earized and the solution  exp(ikyy), where ky is the wave number, is sought for. Hence, the104
problem is reduced to a 2:5-dimensional system of equations for perturbation amplitudes,105
stated in conservative form,106
@(U)
@t
+
@Fx
@x
+
@Fz
@z
= S; (9)107
where108
U(x; z; t; ky) = (; fMig; fBig; E)i=x;y;z : (10)109
Here, U stands for the 8-component complex vector of perturbation amplitudes, Mi =110
Vi are the momentum components, E = p=(   1) + 0:5V 2 + 0:5B2 is the total energy111
density, and  = 5=3 is the polytropic index. Expressions for ux densities Fx, Fz, and the112
source term S, depending on x, z, ky, and initial state U0, are given in Appendix of Ref.
33
113
Normalization is the same as in Sec. II, with the time scale t0 = L=Va. Equations (9) are114
solved numerically by means of the 3rd order central semi-discrete upwind scheme35 with115
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open boundary conditions @=@n = 0. We have used the strong stability preserving Runge-116
Kutta method of the 3rd order36. The integration time step (CFL number 0:5) is adopted to117
ensure the convergence of the results with respect to values of the time step. The r B = 0118
constraint is enforced on each time step by using the method of projection37. Additionally,119
at each time step three components of the displacement vector  are computed. Simulations120
are seeded with initial perturbation of the normal velocity component, vzjt=0 = exp( z2).121
Since initial perturbation is real, the vector U has only eight non-zero components: <(),122
<(Mx), =(My), <(Mz), <(Bx), =(By), <(Bz), <(E).123
IV. ANALYTICAL MODEL124
Results of our previous simulations for symmetric planar current sheets have shown a125
good agreement27,33 with the predictions of the so-called double-gradient (DG) model of126
apping oscillations30,38. Therefore, the results of the present numerical studies are also127
compared to it. The DG model utilizes the quasi one-dimensional approach, based on128
a number of simplifying assumptions: a) the CS is stretched, so that  = L=Lx  1,129
where Lx is the typical sheet length; b) the normal magnetic component is small, so that130
 = max(Bz)=max(Bx) 1; and c) =  1. Under these assumptions the terms  2 and131
 2 are neglected (see underlined terms of Eq. (10) in Ref.30), and system (9) is reduced to132
a single equation for vz,133
1

d
dz


dvz
dz

+ k2yvz

U0
!2
  1

= 0; (11)134
U0 =
1

@Bx
@z
@Bz
@x
: (12)135
Here, U0,  and vz are assumed to be dependent on the z coordinate only, and ! is the136
angular frequency of the perturbations  exp[i(kyy   !t)]. In planar CS Eq. (11) allows137
two independent branches of the solution30: an innite set of kink-like modes (vz is an138
even function of z) and an innite set of sausage-like modes (vz is odd). In a bent CS the139
symmetry is destroyed; hence both modes are coexistent and the solution may be represented140
as a combination vz = c1v
even
z + c2v
odd
z . Coecients c1;2 are not independent, however they141
may be chosen to provide vevenz (0) = v
0odd
z (0) = 1, where prime stands for d=dz. Dividing142
the solution by
p
c21 + c
2
2, we can write vz = cos()v
even
z + sin()v
odd
z . Then, the spectral143
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problem is set by complementing Eq. (11) with the boundary conditions144
vz(0) = cos();
dvz
dz
(0) = sin(); (13)145
dvz
dz
(+zb) =  kyvz(+zb); dvz
dz
( zb) = +kyvz( zb): (14)146
Conditions (13) specify the solution in the point z = 0; conditions (14), where zb is the147
upper z-boundary as a proxy of innity, assume vz to decrease exponentially outside the CS,148
vz ! const  exp( kyjzj). The unknown eigenfrequency and parameter  are determined by149
matching the solutions obtained in upper, z 2 [0; zb], and lower, z 2 [ zb; 0], semiplanes.150
Notable, if function U0(z) is of a constant sign, the solution of the problem (11{14)151
has the form of a pure oscillating mode (U0 > 0) or pure unstable mode (U0 < 0) since152
sign(!2) = sign(U0). For alternating-sign functions U0 the DG model has not been tested153
for now.154
V. RESULTS155
To examine the inuence of a magnetic dipole tilt on the CS stability to the transversal156
mode, we consider a set of ve background congurations (1{8), where parameters fa1 =157
0; a2 = 0; b0 = 9; f = 0; k = 0:5; n = 1g are the same, and parameter ' takes values158
f0; 7:5; 15; 30; 60g degrees clockwise. When parameter k = 1, dipole tilt angle scales28 as159
'=2; in our case scale factor is 2=3. Hence, the value ' = 60 corresponds approximately to160
the maximum eective dipole tilt for terrestrial conditions (dipole inclination for 33 plus161
8 deviation of the solar wind velocity from the horizontal direction, see Ref.3). The set of162
other parameters corresponds to the quiet magnetotail (see Fig. 4a in Ref.28). Mass density163
of the cold plasma population b = 0:1 is the same for all runs. Magnetic congurations for164
' = f0; 15; 30; 60g degrees are exhibited in Fig. 1, where magnetic eld lines are plotted by165
the contour curves of 	, shown by color, and white curves mark the sheet centers, dened166
as the loci of peaking current density.167
Equations (9) are solved numerically for a set of dimensionless wavenumbers ky =168
f1=4; 1=2; 1; 4=3; 2; 4g. In dimensional units it corresponds to wavelengths  = f8; 4; 2; 3=2; 1; 1=2gL.169
Simulations are run in a symmetrical box x 2 [14; 16], z 2 [ zb; +zb] with dx = dz = 1=25.170
Cross-sheet proles of eigenfunctions are thinning33 with increasing ky, hence the value of zb171
is varying from 70 to 20. The small value of the box length is chosen to save computational172
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time; this is enabled by slow variation of the CS parameters in the x direction. Indeed,173
control simulations in a wider box x 2 [10; 20] have shown negligible dierence in results.174
The sample solution ln jUj(t) in the point (x; z) = (15; 0) for  = L and ' = 0 is175
shown in Fig. 2a by thin curves. Thick curves show the solutions for momentum component176
Mz for ' = f0; 7:5; 15; 30; 60g degrees. In symmetrical CS, we observe the coexistence of177
oscillating and unstable modes, where the rst one may be detected up to t  700, and the178
second one is not manifested until t  500. For ' = 7:5 the unstable regime is also settled179
after t = 700. For ' = 15 the oscillating mode survives up to t  500 (manifested in the180
solution for Bz, not shown) and unstable one comes in sight at t  200. For ' = 30 and181
60 the oscillating mode is barely detectable, and exponential growth is dominating from182
t  100 and less. Thus, stability of the CS to the transversal mode drops down with the183
sheet bending.184
The interplay of the stable and unstable modes is seen in Fig. 2b and 2c, where normalized185
perturbations of the potential energy, W (t), and sign(W ) are shown, respectively (the186
values of the normalization coecient are given in the legend of Fig. 2b). The quantity W187
is calculated from Eq. (3.6, 2.30) of Ref.39,188
W =  1
2
Z
box
(  F())d; (15)189
F() = r [p(r  ) + (  r)p] + J B B [r B]; (16)190
where J = [0; Jy; 0] is the background current density, and d is the element of volume.191
Eq. (16) does not contain the term depending on the electric potential , because solution192
(1{6) ensures  = 0.193
Expectably, the plots of W (t) and sign(W ) exhibit concurrence of the stable (W > 0)194
and unstable (W < 0) modes at the early times, and dominance of the latter at the later195
times. In a symmetrical CS (black curve) alternating-sign variations of W are observed196
within one period (T0 = 196) of the oscillating mode (Fig. 2a) and nishing yet after t = 182.197
For ' = 7:5 it happens at t = 40; for ' = f15; 60g degrees { at t = 6; and for ' = 30198
W is strictly negative, i.e. the solution is purely unstable. As a matter of interest, in the199
cumulative quantity W the dominance of the unstable mode is beginning much faster than200
in the single-point solution shown in Fig. 2a. This means that the oscillating mode survives201
longer in the sheet center. At late times the solutions for U and W demonstrate the same202
exponential growth, as it is seen from Table I, where growth rates, derived from these two203
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solutions, are compared.204
The dependence of the instability growth rate on the parameter ' is plotted in Fig. 3a205
for several values of the wavelength. It is seen that within the considered wavelength band,206
 is growing with increasing tilt angle for any . The curves  = L and  = L=2 are207
almost identical in accordance with the prediction of the DG model (see Fig. 3b). Notably,208
in numerical simulations the reduction of the wavelength is equivalent to an increase of209
the mesh step and hence the numerical dissipation, i.e. for a xed mesh step the accuracy210
goes down with decreasing . This is the reason why the value of (' = 60;  = L=2) is211
somewhat lower than (60; L). According to Table I, for  = L increment of instability is212
growing approximately as '2=3.213
In Fig. 3b numerically obtained dispersion curves (ky) are plotted for ' = f0; 7:5; 15; 30; 60g214
degrees by solid curves. The plot demonstrates that an increase of the tilt angle scales up the215
growth rate almost uniformly in a short-wavelength band ky > 4L
 1. In long-wavelength216
band the eect is weakening with decreasing ky. The descending slope of the red solid217
curve in the range ky > 4L
 1 is a numerical eect of a nite mesh step, as discussed218
above. Numerical solutions are compared to the solutions of the spectral problem (11{14),219
which are subdivided in two branches: oscillating and exponentially growing. Growth rates220
of the unstable branch, reduced 2:5 times, are plotted in Fig. 3b by dashed curves. The221
gure shows that the accuracy of the 1D solution is better in the short-wavelength band.222
Here, analytical and numerical dispersion curves match qualitatively, though the 1D curve223
overestimates the growth rate  2:5 times, almost uniformly on ky and tilt angle (the lowest224
scale factor of 2:3 is detected for ' = 30). In the long-wavelength band the agreement of225
1D and 2D solutions goes down with growing '.226
In Fig. 3c proles of the normal velocity component perturbation <fvz(z)g in the cross-227
section x = 15 at t = 900 for wavelength  = L are shown for ' = f0; 7:5; 15; 30; 60g228
degrees. At such late time, the solution is evolved to the set of well-developed eigenfunctions,229
hence the magnitude of vz has no meaning; we normalize it to 1. The gure exhibits three230
features: a) in bent sheets the symmetry of the solution is lost; b) the solution for ' = 30231
possesses the largest asymmetrical part (max jvevenz j = 0:52, max jvoddz j = 0:49); and c) except232
for the strictly symmetrical case ' = 0, perturbations are localized in the upper part of the233
sheet, above the CS center.234
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VI. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS235
We have examined the inuence of the magnetotail current sheet bending in a vertical236
(x; z) plane on the sheet stability to the transversal mode  exp(ikyy). 2:5D linear MHD237
equations are solved numerically for several equilibrium background congurations, diering238
from each other by the dipole tilt angle. For a bench mark, a symmetrical CS (zero tilt angle)239
is considered. It is found that in symmetrical CS both stable and unstable regimes coexist.240
The growth rate of the unstable branch is rather small, the typical timescale amounts 1= 241
50L=Va; and the period of the oscillating solution is T0  200L=Va. According to Fig. 2a,242
these two branches interplay without visible domination of instability until  500L=Va. As243
it was found in Ref.28, the Kan-like background model, used in the present study, is more244
suitable for thick current sheets. Assuming L  4  6  103 km and Va  400 km=s, the245
typical timescale L=Va may be estimated as 10  15 s and, consequently, the domination of246
the unstable mode comes in sight after   1:5  2 hours, which is rather long compared247
to the substorm timescale (making the same estimate by the behavior of sign(W ), we248
derive a smaller value of   30  45min:). With growing tilt angle  is increasing and 249
is reducing; for the maximum possible value of ' growth rate becomes 2:25 times higher.250
Besides, when the tilt angle reaches some threshold value ( 0:5'max in our model) the251
oscillating branch of the solution vanishes and the CS becomes fully unstable. In such252
sheets the typical timescale is dened by the growth rate only; therefore it is shortening an253
order of magnitude,  = 1=  5min.254
Notably, the sheet destabilization is not caused by a local peak of the normal magnetic255
component or local depletion in the eld line entropy, calculated as9256
S(rc) = p
Z rb
rc
ds
B
; (17)257
where ds is the elementary increment of the magnetic eld line length. All integration258
trajectories start at the current sheet center (rc) and end at the boundary (rb). The boundary259
is placed at x = 1 to eliminate singularities. Both Bz and S demonstrate smooth monotonic260
proles along the CS center: Bz is decreasing (not shown) and entropy is increasing tailward261
for any value of ' (see Fig. 4a). Hence, the stability of the Kan-like CS to the transversal262
(apping) mode is not governed by the usual entropy criterion10.263
At the same time, results of numerical simulations show qualitative agreement (Fig. 3b) with264
the double-gradient model30. Apart from the growth rates, proles of the normal velocity265
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component perturbation (Fig. 3c) show distinct correlation with the behavior of the function266
U0(z), dened by Eq. (12). In Fig. 4b proles U0(z) are plotted in the cross-section x = 15. In267
the symmetrical CS (black curve) U0 exhibits two symmetric minimums, located at z  2,268
very close to the maximums of vz(z) at Fig. 3c. With increasing ' the right minimum (upper269
part of the sheet) is deepening and the left one (lower part) is attening. Note that negative270
values of U0 assume an unstable solution. Perturbations of vz (and other quantities) are also271
conned in the upper "semiplane".272
In a planar equilibrium CS near to the sheet center the function U0 represents the main273
part of the second derivative of the total pressure, @2=@z2, divided by 27. In Ref.27 we274
have studied the same transversal mode in a simple symmetrical background conguration275
with a single-peaked function U0. It was found that in such congurations the CS stability276
to apping mode is controlled by the sign of @2=@z2 in the sheet center: the sheet is stable277
when this quantity is positive ( has a minimum) and unstable in the opposite case. In the278
present case, the situation is more complicated. Proles of the total pressure at x = 15 are279
shown in Fig. 4c. In a symmetrical sheet (black curve), (z) has a tiny minimum at z = 0280
at the background of a (comparatively) huge global maximum. With growing value of '281
the central minimum is attening, and for '  30 it disappears totally. Fig. 4d, showing282
the proles of 0 = @=@z, provides a better visualization of this feature. It is seen that283
for ' = f0; 7:5; 15g 0(z) crosses zero near (exactly in symmetrical case) the sheet center.284
For higher values of the tilt angle 0 stays negative there, i.e. the local minimum of total285
pressure is evanesced. This explains the coexistence of oscillating and unstable modes for286
small values of ' and vanishing of the rst one in highly asymmetric sheets, as observed in287
Fig. 2.288
The double-peaked prole of the total pressure brings an important modication of the289
solution as compared to single-peaked congurations. Even in a symmetrical sheet the per-290
turbation vz(z) has an alternating-sign prole (black curve at Fig. 3c; compare to a strictly291
positive solution plotted in Fig. 5 of Ref.33). Since the solution is harmonic in the y direc-292
tion, this means a space-periodical stretching and compression of the sheet. For any non-zero293
tilt angle, perturbations in lower parts of the sheet disappear; in the upper part stretch-294
ing/compression is enhancing with growing ', and the maximum velocity shear is reached295
for ' = 30. Clearly, a CS compression should play in favor of magnetic reconnection.296
Summing up, the symmetry breaking is conrmed to be a destabilizing factor for magne-297
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totail dynamics, as it was rst supposed by Kivelson and Hughes 1 . Our previous hypothesis,298
claiming that stability of the magnetotail CS to transversal mode may be controlled by dis-299
tribution of the total pressure, has got a further extension. It is found that a local minimum300
of  in the sheet center allows apping-like waves; bending of the sheet destroys this min-301
imum and any corresponding harmonic solution, enhancing the unstable mode, ordered by302
a global maximum of . Fig. 4c demonstrates that even very weak deviations of (z) from303
constant are substantial for magnetotail dynamics. The smallness of the total pressure304
variations results in an extension of the typical timescale, but it does not mean that pertur-305
bation amplitudes are small. The space-periodical compression of the CS by apping-like306
perturbations seems to be a possible mechanism for triggering magnetic reconnection.307
Since present results are obtained in a simple linear MHD approximation, a number308
of important issues stayed out of scope. For example, a compression of the CS should309
bring forth kinetic eects and nonlinear properties of the unstable apping mode are also in310
question. Hence, further development would require using more powerful tools such as fully311
3D MHD and PIC simulations. It is also worth mentioning that the exact Kan-like solution,312
utilized in the present study, allows resolving very long-periodic CS oscillations, caused by313
very small ( 2, where   L=Lx scales the CS stretching) variations of the background314
parameters. This signicant advantage is materialized at the expense of a number of model315
limitations, such as isothermality and constant current velocity (see discussion in Ref.28).316
For studies, focused on short-timescale processes, more realistic background congurations317
may be constructed by using approximate tail-like solutions, introduced in Ref.40,41, where318
magnetic potential 	 = 	0(x; z) + O(
2). However, when apping oscillations are under319
consideration, accuracy of this approximation may appear insucient.320
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FIG. 1. Four magnetic congurations, calculated from Eq. (1{6) with ' = f0; 15; 30; 60g degrees
clockwise are shown on panels a) { d), respectively. Other parameters are the same: a1 = a2 =
f = 0, b0 = 9, k = 0:5, and n = 1. The value of the normalized magnetic potential 	 is shown by
color, magnetic eld lines are plotted by contour curves, and white curves depict the CS centers.
Dipole tilt angle scales as 2'=3.
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